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Global and SA Trends 

 
Wine Intelligence: US named ´most attractive´ wine market in Global Compass 

report 

Globally, the study shows an overall negative average score change compared with 2020. But while 
total global wine volume and value decreased last year, the Covid-19 pandemic has had some 
positive effects in certain markets.  
Drinks International - Click here to read more  
Harpers - Click here to read more  
The Global Compass 2021 Report - Click here to read more 
 
 
Global Trends - Wine Industry Key Elements 

 
Insight: Genuinfluencers 

Influence is shifting.  
 
The old guard of influence is falling out of favor. “The landscape has completely changed in regard to 
who is considered a person of influence and how we define that term,” Hilary Williams Dunlap, 
senior vice president of talent at Digital Brand Architects (DBA), told Vogue.  
 
In its place, a new class of influencers is rising to popularity. Meet the geniunfluencer, who garners 
followers by being relatable rather than aspirational and sharing public health information instead of 
sponcon.  
Click here to read more 
 
 
Major Wine Producing Countries 

 
Spanish Wine Industry Gets Political 

Politics and wine are aligning in Spain as the industry – and the country – struggles to hold together.  
 
Back in the world of wine, many producers in Rioja are fiercely opposed to the proposed succession 
of over 45 wineries in the Alavesa sub-zone – particularly as the zone partly falls under the 
administrative boundaries of the Basque Country. The breakaway group has petitioned the EU to 
create a new appellation within the Basque region: Viñedos de Álava. Brussels will now consider 
their request. Former friends and colleagues are at war.  

mailto:charles@sawis.co.za
https://drinksint.com/news/fullstory.php/aid/9722/US_named__most_attractive__wine_market_in_Global_Compass_report.html
https://harpers.co.uk/news/fullstory.php/aid/29301/South_Korea_gains_ground_on_the_US_as_premier_global_wine_market_.html
https://www.wineintelligence.com/downloads/global-compass-2021/
https://www.wundermanthompson.com/insight/genuinfluencers


 
In Catalunya, the fledgling designation Corpinnat recently welcomed another winery into its 
association. As it stands today, Corpinnat's leaders have no intention of resubmitting to the rules of 
the Cava DO. After decades of being pacified under one overarching appellation banner, coalitions of 
breakaway wineries have developed a taste for power. And they want more of it.  
 
As winemaker Victor de la Serna frequently remarks: "Appellation bodies in Spain defend a lowest 
common-denominator quality wise." Debates concerning the stigmatization of Spanish wine as 
"good value" have been raging for decades, as premium wineries repeatedly cast the DO 
frameworks as cuckold mouthpieces for the volume-led producers. The large exporters had no 
interest in terroir classification, and so Spanish appellations were historically marketed as monolithic 
entities, with no due recognition to any differential in vineyard quality. Moreover, recent attempts 
to pacify the discontented with new single-vineyard designations have failed. Like the electorate that 
destroyed the Socialist Workers' Party (PSOE) vote share in recent local elections, a growing 
firmament of winemakers want a new beginning. Nothing less.  
Click here to read more 
 
 
Natural / Physical Resources 

 
Much of SA will grow drier for longer, says a new climate-change study – and 

quite a bit hotter 

- In large parts of South Africa, climate change is going to mean a longer dry season, which is drier 
with longer dry spells, a new modelling study says.  
- Things are also going to get hotter by about 2070, as much as 6C hotter in the dry season.  
- Periods between rain could get as much as 10 days longer.  
Click here to read more 
 

 
SA Climate 
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